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Although the core of Malifaux has remained the same - you'll still be flipping cards to prevent a large evil teddy bear from
eating your zombie bride - a number of changes were made between the editions.

New South Wales "Bad things happened. I only started playing Malifaux with v1. I became sick and tired of
GW pricing, international blockades, rules changing shenanigans, I finally swore off buying any more of their
products. With a great weight lifted from my shoulders, I looked towards Malifaux for my miniature game
salvation. I think it was sometime in when I bought the v1. We had many a good game, most of them very
close, expanded to other masters, built our own little slice of Malifaux to battle over. And it was good. Then
life got in the way. I moved away, got a job, did all that boring stuff, and all of a sudden M2E is here. I
thought "Awesome, I loved that game! This is the perfect time to reacquaint myself with a past love. I can sum
up my experience with M2E with one word. Wyrd have decided to change not only the core rules, but
completely overhaul every model in the game to the point that I would describe this as a different game. It
looks like Malifaux, acts a little like Malifaux, but once you get close you realise something is very wrong.
They contain concentrated magical energy that powers many of the modern conveniences enjoyed by mankind
at this point. They are the crude oil, if you will, of Malifaux. Even a novice magic user can become
temporarily powerful after using one, capable of blasting away huge swathes of enemies in a magical torrent.
They were a big part of the game, and still are except they no longer have that epic feeling anymore. Granted
they are more versatile now, but you can no longer use them to gain that near certain hit or spell cast. Now,
using a soulstone is no better than concentrating really hard on doing the action Focus in game terms. Flipping
the Red Joker for damage meant that on occasion you could one-shot anything in the game since it meant you
got max damage PLUS another damage flip. Again, in game it feels like a huge nerf and another blow to the
character of the game. You no longer get those cinematic moments where your master is facing some huge
monstrosity, down to his last wound. He needs a miracle. The hit connects, you flip the Redâ€¦ and a Severe.
Your Master one-inch-punches the full health behemoth in front of him with his clockwork fist, unleashing a
blast of electricity that throws the enemy across the room like a rag-doll. Not bad for an old man. Thirdly, the
new art direction and plastic models. We all knew the change to plastic would come eventually. They are
simply more cost effective for miniature companies. Once the initial cost of the mold is outlaid, they can pump
out sprues for a few cents each. At the same time you lose much of the character that the old models had
because now the models are all printed from 3d renders of the horrible new artwork, and produced in plastic
with soft detail. Also there seem to be big differences in scale between different models, sometimes in the
same box. I know some of the metals have the same problem my Hanged seem a little small , but I can forgive
that because the originals were all sculpted by hand by different artists. Female models are tiny in the new
plastic Looking at you Lady J. Most of the faces are tiny and expressionless now. The art has been completely
overhauled to what I would call a gritty and dark style. The new art is literally all painted with the same brush.
Again, I think this is because it was all CG, while the old art was hand drawn. Fourthly, the reduction of game
turns from 6 to 5. The game feels like a sprint to the finish now. Does anyone else get the feeling that whoever
wrote these rules had their eye on Warmachine? But wait, most of the slower Masters got a Wk increase so
they can cover more ground now anyway. So why change the turns? Nicodem was Wk 3 because he is an old
man with a cane and a prosthetic leg. Fifthly, Masters get 3 AP now. This sounds good, but once again it
sacrifices character for gameplay. She was a fast deadly demon chick with a big sword. Now every Master has
Fast essentially, even the old crippled guys with fake legs. The way I see it, Wyrd thought the complexity of
the game was a barrier to entry for new players and decided to alienate a large chunk of their existing loyal
player base in order to attract a swathe of new blood that may or may not stick with the game at all.
Supposedly, the model cards were too complex and packed with rules as to confuse the average person into
committing suicide rather than play Malifaux. A lot of the model rules were simply removed. Except those
same rules that were causing confusion were moved onto a separate upgrade card that you had to purchase
separately from the model when building a crew. How is that less complex than just having the rule on the
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card? Now alongside your crew cards, you need to have these upgrade cards and remember which model they
go with. I already need a small side table for my Nicodem crew, now I got cards all over the place. The deal
with upgrades is they are supposed make the complexity optional. The kicker is, many of the upgrade used to
be core abilities of the models they attach to. Things like Grow for Terror Tots, or the Flay trigger, or frigging
raising mindless zombies for Nicodem. When I was teaching v1. I told them to only use one or two of the
main abilities for each model the first couple of games and forget the rest. The upside of upgrades is that in the
future they can add upgrade packs to Masters to change up how they play. I want Nicodem to raise Mindless
zombies. It was a core ability. What upgrade pack in the future is going to make me replace core abilities
unless they completely outclass the old ones, in which case, why ever take the old ones? You may as well
have brought out a new master that has those new upgrades as standard. Looking at GW, their initial plastic
kits suffered from the same lack of detail, but now they are amazing. The versatility of soulstones is a good
thing. I like getting to draw two cards for a ss, it lessens the impact of a really crappy hand. This is small
comfort given the overall nerfing of soulstones. The Scheme pool is great. It was boring seeing people choose
the same schemes over and over. On the other hand, there are only 5 strategies nowâ€¦ So now instead of
getting bored with playing the same schemes, you can get bored playing the same strategies. Speaking of
schemes, they are very marker dependent now. You are supposed to use this to confuse your opponent as to
what scheme you may or may not have. What it does is create clutter on the board. Markers are so prevalent in
M2E that some models actually have abilities specifically for removing markers. I thought we were trying to
reduce rules clutter? This ridiculousness has caused me to dub this edition Markerfaux. Pre-measuring is in,
and this is great. No pre-measuring creates friction between players I find. In conclusion, M2E does a few
things right, but every one of those things is outweighed by a severe negative in my opinion. Once again,
Wyrd have overhauled every model in the game and a lot of those changes completely alter how some models
work. Wyrd have spent a lot of time and money essentially to re-release their entire line. I really feel like
Wyrd should have just revised the v1. I agree it was bloated, but after three expansion books what do you
expect. And in the end, the new game feels hollow. If you read all of that you deserve a medal. I felt like I
should post something just to see if anyone feels the same way. And with that, the end of a golden age ended
not with a bang, but a whimper. A long and rambling whimper.
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Chapter 2 : Malifaux - M2e FAQ n Errata - [PDF Document]
The Guild In Malifaux, there is no law above Guild Law. Although these laws do bring some protection to the citizens,
order is prized above mercy; because ultimately it is order that keeps the gears of the soulstone trade turning.

Come see the goodies! Take it away Wyrd: I know some of the images have been released already, but I talk a
bit about how it all works below. So, first, what we already know: Model Renders Alright, onto the meat! The
starter booklet is divided into five teaching games, which allow players to learn as they experience the game.
Each one builds on previous games with new concepts until you know how to play Malifaux! After a few
explanations of what a miniatures game is, how to read a stat card, the fate deck, etc. They start out next to
each other and the booklet explains how an opposed duel works along with cheating fate, damage, etc. The
players take turns attacking until one dies. However, Accuracy modifiers are not introduced at this time they
are introduced later along with and flips. Accuracy modifiers are a common stumbling point for new players,
and remember we want people to be able to learn from this box with no help. This may seem like an odd
starting point. But I think that the opposed duel along with cheating is really the heart of Malifaux and what
separates it from other games. Game 2 In game two each player gets two minions two orderlies and two
bloodwretches, depending on the Faction. This game walks you through alternating activations, AP, walk
actions along with movement and measuring and initiative. While game 1 introduced cheating fate, the heart
of Malifaux, game 2 introduces the heart of miniature gaming as a whole. Game 3 In game 3 players add their
respective Henchman to the two minions they already have. The Henchmen have more advanced things on
their stat cards such as Triggers, zero Actions, and pulses. This game also introduces and flips, so it also
explains how Accuracy Modifiers work. Again, I know Accuracy Modifiers are a key element of damage, but
introducing concepts with a gradual progression is a very important teaching tool. Game 4 In game 4 the
players add the two Enforcers Nurse Heartsbane and the Scion of Black Blood , completing the box set and
learning more complex concepts which those models have access to such as: Point being, after game 5 the new
players should have a very good understanding of the game save for how the individual strategies and schemes
work although the games introduce the basic concepts of VP as well. And with the free rules manual
download, they will be able to fill in any holes in their understanding they may yet still have, with the
advantage of knowing the basic structure which creates a game. Oh, and the Faction dynamics of the models
were switched up a bit with Neverborn getting some shooting and Guild getting some fast melee to hopefully
make these models more appealing to you veterans despite the simplicity in design that being included in the
starter necessitates.
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Chapter 3 : GMorts Chaotica: Malifaux M2E- Some new bits of info..
Malifaux is a game of strategies and schemes, and Crews have multiple avenues to approach victory. Each encounter
has a single strategy to accomplish, but players are also able to pick 2 schemes out of a list of 5 random ones, offering
new combinations for each game.

These are not changes to the rules, simply clarifications for the convenience of Malifaux players. Each
question is about an individual situation, and may not necessarily apply to other situations. There is also a
section with errata at the end of this document. This document is updated every other month; the next update
will be Core Rules Questions Q: It would have to remove the Condition at the start of a single Attack which
was generated by Charge and it would only gain the bonus for the duration of that Attack. If a model is killed
by a Condition, which Crew counts as having made the kill? No model or Crew counts as having made the
kill. If a model is killed by an Ability or Action, which Crew counts as having made the kill? When a model is
killed as the result of an Action, the Crew controlling the Action counts as having made the kill. If a model is
killed by an Ability, the model with the Ability counts as having made the kill. If a model is killed by falling
damage or hazardous terrain, which Crew counts as having made the kill? They both mean the same thing:
Does a model have Line of Sight LoS to itself? The Crew which controls the model cheats and spends any
Soulstones for the model. Can a model spend multiple Soulstones to add multiple suits on a single Action? No,
only one Soulstone may be spent to add one suit per Action. Does being immune to damage caused by pulses
make a model immune to the damage caused by failing a Simple Duel, if the Simple Duel was generated by a
pulse? If a model has multiple effects on it which end at the end of the Turn, in what order do they resolve?
See the End Phase section in the rulebook, pg. Can a model use a Soulstone to prevent damage which may not
be reduced? Damage prevention is different than damage reduction. Can a model spend a Soulstone to prevent
damage dealt by the Poison Condition? When a model which was buried is being unburied, who places the
model? The controller of the model which describes how the model is unburied places the model unless
otherwise noted. For example, if a Death Marshal buries a model and then the model becomes unburied
because the Death Marshal is killed, the Death Marshal unburies the model and therefor determines its
placement. Can a model which is currently buried declare Triggers? However, if they are targeted by an
Attack, they may cheat and use Soulstones as usual. Some Actions say they can only be taken once per Turn.
If a model takes an Action which states it can only be taken once per Turn and fails, can it take the Action
again? What if another model uses an Action such as Obey on the model, can it take the Action again? If a
Trigger allows the model to take the Action, can it be used to take the Action a second time? If a model suffers
0 zero damage, does it count as having suffered damage? Can a Crew hire one totem, and then summon
another totem during the course of the game? Yes, although frequently models which can do this have some
sort of built in restriction. When shooting into an engagement, can models which are not within LoS of the
model which is shooting end up becoming the target of the Attack due to randomization? When shooting into
an engagement, what if every model which would be randomized has a rule which states a card is not flipped
for it? Some Abilities and Actions have lowering a Condition value as a cost. In other words, would a model
be able to use the above Action if it was not affected by the Poison Condition at all? An Action does not need
to be taken to end the Condition in this way, simply choose one enemy model with the Cursed Object
Condition, announce that you would like to remove the Cursed Object Condition from that model, and earn
one VP. Only one VP may be earned this way per Turn. Same answer for Pushing, Falling, Placement, etc.
The Focused Condition reads: The model has to end the entire Condition. Can a model defending against a
Disengaging Strike declare Triggers? Neither model may declare any Triggers during a Disengaging Strike. If
a Henchman is leading a Crew, can a totem be hired? There is some fluff description about masters beckoning
totems, but the totem rules are in the second paragraph of the entry. A Henchman leading a Crew may hire a
totem. However, keep in mind that most totems can only be hired by a specific Master, so Henchmen will
need to look at the generic totems. Can a Crew hire more than one Henchman? A Crew may hire as many
Henchmen as it likes. Keep in mind that all Henchmen as of this date have the Rare 1 Characteristic, so a
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Crew may never have two of the same Henchman, however a Crew may have multiple, different Henchmen.
In the following example, does model B have cover from model A, as the base of model B is partially located
within soft cover? None of the LoS lines between models A and B pass through terrain which grants soft
cover. If a model is removed from play killed, sacrificed, etc during its Activation, can it use the Accomplice
Ability before it is removed from play? Can other models within range use the Companion Ability? Does the
Hard to Kill Ability count as damage reduction? No, Hard to Kill is not damage reduction. Attacks and
damage which ignore damage reduction would not ignore Hard to Kill. Which wording is correct? Both
wordings play the same way. However, they should have been consistent. While this model has 2 or more Wd
remaining when it suffers damage, it may not be reduced to below 1 Wd. If a model with the Lure Action
targets a model in base contact, can Lure be used to move the targeted model, so long as it ends in base contact
with the model taking the Lure Action? A model which is already in base contact may not be moved any
further with the Lure Action. A model with the Incorporeal Ability ignores terrain when it moves. Same
question for a model with Flight in regards to vertical terrain. Although measurements in Malifaux are
generally made from a top down view, vertical distances are measured while moving a model see pg.
However, if the Incorporeal model has a sufficient Wk stat to complete the move, it would be able to end the
move on top of the terrain, ignoring the usual rules for climbing, etc. Flight works similarly, except in the case
of Enclosed terrain see Enclosed terrain, rulebook pg. The Incorporeal Ability allows a model to reduce all
damage it suffers from Sh and Ml Actions by half. Is the damage rounded up or down? For example, if an
Incorporeal model suffers 3 damage from an Ml Action, is the damage reduced to 2 or 1? The damage is
rounded up. So, an Incorporeal model suffering 3 damage from an Ml Action would reduce that damage to 2.
Finish the Job is not an interact Action, so the restrictions on using the 1 interact Action to place Scheme
Markers do not apply. For example, if the target is engaged? If a Guild model has the Vengeance Bullet
Upgrade and is temporarily controlled by an enemy for example: Damage dealt by the Poison Condition may
not be reduced. No, the damage is still dealt by the Poison Condition, Induction just causes Poison to deal
more damage. If a model is affected by both the Hallucinogens and Uppers Conditions applied by the Nurse ,
what can it do when it Activates? It would not be able to declare any Actions during that Activation as there
are no Actions which would satisfy the requirements of both Conditions. What if the model taking the Action
is unable to declare Triggers? Then the Action would not be able to declare any Triggers. Can both of these
things happen at once? A model may have multiple effects go off at the start of its Activation. If a model with
Armor is within range of multiple models with the Misery Ability and the model fails a Wp duel, does it suffer
1 damage from each model with the Misery Ability? It would suffer 1 damage from each model with the
Misery Ability separately. Does the Fear Given Form Ability affect friendly models within the aura? Does it
affect the model the Upgrade is attached to? Yes, friendly models are affected. No, the model with the
Upgrade attached is not affected. In the case of such an Attack, can Pandora use her Expose Fears Ability to
resist with Wp instead of Df, even if the attacking model chose Df as the resist? Pandora may still use Expose
Fears. Can Tara use her Temporal Shift Action when she has zero cards in hand? The discard portion of the
Action is an effect, not a cost. No, a single Tara may only reflip the result once. If the opponent is flipping to
end the encounter, can Tara use the Stutter Time Ability to force them to reflip?
Chapter 4 : Tokens and Accessories for Wyrd's Malifaux (M2E) - Things Undone
Hi All, Right now Wyrd have launched Malifaux M2E at Gencon so we here at Pullmyfinger are in for a major update with
brand new entries required for all the Wave 1 release models.

Chapter 5 : Malifaux: NEW M2E Starter Box Details - Bell of Lost Souls
Malifaux Rules. A free download of the rules for Malifaux! Build Instructions. Guides for assembling models. FAQ and
Errata. Fan Resources.
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Chapter 6 : Pullmyfinger Wiki and Malifaux M2E - Malifaux Discussion - Wyrd Forums
Hey all, I know these have been done a couple of times before, but Ive just finished some M2E scheme cards. They are
designed to be printing at % on A4 paper, cut, folded, and then popped into x card sleeves.

Chapter 7 : REVIEW: Malifaux 2nd Edition Book & More - Bell of Lost Souls
Since they are going to drop all cards for M3E anyway maybe we could get a pdf of M2E cards? I have the
theinnatdunvilla.com it is just not easy enough to.

Chapter 8 : Rulebook vs. Manual | Malifaux (second edition) | BoardGameGeek
Tokens and Accessories If there is one things that you can always use with Malifaux, it is tokens. Our Breach Tokens
are designed from the start with clarity and visibility in mind - and to be perfectly compatible with Wyrd's rules and stats
for M2E.

Chapter 9 : M2E Scheme Cards - Print & Play - Malifaux Discussion - Wyrd Forums
We're bringing back Malifaux with bigger guns, sharper teeth, and more chest-pounding action than you can believe.
We've added new characters to the game and a new way to build each character using our brand new upgrade system.
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